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abstract: This paper is mncerned with appropriate safety rules of train operation at

locations prone to wind hazard. This is achieved via the dwdopment of reliable and

inerpensive procedures for strong wind forecast on the spot. The dweloped tool for this
target is a statistical predicion model for the time series of wind velocity based on the

precedingwind observation data. Theresults of the hypothaical application of this model

to the train traffrc procedures demonstrates the validity of this model in terms of safety

improvement and reduction of shutdown time in the train operation under strong wind.

1. TEE PROBLEM

Safe and efficient operation of a railroad system is the most important role of commercial

railroads. Under this circumstance, the strong drivingwinds are one of the m{or hazards to
derailment and overturning of trains in Japan, where monsoon and typhoon are quite

rampant and routine natural events. A train was overtumed from a tall bridp by seasonal

wind in December, 1986 in the western district of Japan, and 6 persons were killed in the

accident. Recently, other two similar accidents occurred in the northern district of Japan.

Hance, the train safety against strong driving wind has become a higfrly important issue in

Japanese railroad society.

Japanese railroad companies conduct monitoring of the wind velocity and its associated

opoational regulation to protect trains at the specific places frequently observing the

strong driving winds along the railroads (l). Anemometers are located at the top of poles

near the railroad track in those places, and the measurements are electrically transfened to
the nearest station. Currently, the most of the railroad companies utilize a common type of
regulatory criteria on theii train operations to avoid wind accidents. The basic idea of the

criteria is to introduce some operdional margins in the time and wind velocity measures. A
threshold value involving a safcy margjn of the wind vdocity is used to decide if the train

operation should be stopped. Once when a strong wind exceoding the threshold is observed,

the train operation is suspended, and the regulation is continued for a certain marginal time
period, e.g., 30 minutes at least to watch the further possibility of the strong wind.

A typical regulaory rule of train operation whictr is applied totrack locations prone to
wind hazard such as tall bridges ad ernbankments would be formalized as below.
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FIGURE I A schematic flow of regulatory rule of train operatin
in case of strong wind

In the past, the threshold wind velocity to stop train operation was 5 m/sec higfro than the

current one and the criterion to resume operation was based on use of human expertise. But
the fatal accident mentioned above raised questions about the oristent regulatory rule which
should be the safeguard of train operation aFinst wind threat. An e*ensive research was

carried out about causal relaions of the accident. And it was suggested that the velocity of
the wind which overtumed the victim train would not have been much higlrer than the

threshold wind velocity to stop train in the oristent rule and the arbitrary resumption of
train opaation might have routinely been oposing the trains to the risk of the "sudden

attack" of strong wind.

As the result, the railroad companies drarpd the oristent threshold wind velocity to stop

train operation toward more @nservative direction and amended the resumption rule to be

completdy objective and workable without use of human ogertise. However, the resultant

reduction of operational e,{ficiency of the railroad systqn by these changes has grown so

significant thu it is not rare the operation of a railroad is suspended for almost a whole day

in some cases (l), since the regulation at a specific place easily influences the entire

schedule of the op€ration. The place undqr the regulation becomes a bottleneck on the

overall railroad.

V )25mlsec

1)gQmin

V: observod modmum wind velocity

T: elapsed time without observing wind
velocity larger than 25mlsec
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Besides, the risk of the accidents is not rernoved suffici€otly eveo under thEre oomervative
regulations. They can not sumciertly decrease the possibility that the train gts a strong
driving wind immediately before and after the regulation period (2).

The main reason of the risk and indliciency is considerod to be the curr€ot inflexible and
unreasonable regulatory critetia on the train operations. The operational marpjns in both of
the time and wind velocity domains have few objective brckgrornds to guarantee thc
sigrrificant reduction of the risk and the maintenance of the efficiency, because they are
mainly detennined by the past ogeriences of.the train op€rators, and also their fi:red values
at predeermined lwels are not associated with the actual wind changes under an individual
weather condition.

An erfficient remedy to these difficulties will be to introduce the predictive information of a
few minutes later on the wind vdocity at the monitoring place. If the prediction is quite
reliable and acorratg this idea enables the credible and flexible regulation on the train
operation around the place of the bottleneclg and the risk of the strongwind and the entire
efliciency of the railroad operation will be sigificantly improved. The most
straigfrtfonvard approach for the wind predicion migfrt be the method to perform the
predictive simulation based on a meteorological atmosphere model (l-5). Howwer, since
various factors such as air pressure distribution and topography around the plaoe
influences the wind generation, the meteorological model generally becomes higlrly complor

.and inaccr,rrate. Accordingly, this approach may not be very appropriate for the purpose of
reliable and real+ime wind prediction in the current state of the art.

2. OUTLII{E OF RESEARCE

The purpose of the work reported here is to propose a novel approach to predict reliable
and accurate wind velocity based on a statistical mehodolory and to demonstrate its
feasibility for the regulation on railroad operation. The approach can derive the future
chanp of the wind velocity in the ner few minutes based on the observed data in the past
several hours under the real-time situation.

A new approach to prodict the future wind velocity has been dweloped and tested in an

offline numerical experimant. Figrre 2 shows the outline of the operimant. First, the
uralog signal of wind velocity obtained at a wind monitoring place for a long period was
converted into digital Cata under a c€rtain samplingratg and the data are stored to files in a
computer. Second, a large number of cases involvingthe duraion from the start to the end
of highly windy weather were selected from those files. The standard time lengh of each

case is around t hours. The data in the former half of the duration for each case was used to
build a statistical model of the specific wind dynamics of the case. The modd is to rdate
the data in scores of past steps with several future steps. Thus, the future wind velocity is
predicted by substituting soores ofthe past data to the model.

The performance of the modd established for each case was testod througlr the comparison
between the actual wind velocity and the modd prediction for the later half of the duration
of the case. The acorracy and rdiability of the predicion have been evaluated througlr the
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numcrical opcrirncots for the larp number of cases. Furthennorg the new approach was

compared with the conventional regulation criteria througlr numerical simulations on some

ofthe cases.

FIGURE 2 Outline of research for wind prediction method.

3. WIND PREDICTION METIIOD

The statistical method to predict future wind velocity based on the past observed data

consists of set eral processingsteps. Figrre3 shows theblockdiagramof theprocessingfor

the wind prediction.
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FIGURE 3 Block diagrarn of wind prediction method

3.l Preprocessing of Past Observed Data

Since the sampling rate of the raw digitd data of the wind velocity is usually the order of
several seconds, the data contains wind fluctuation components in very short time scale.
These high frequency components behave as if it is noise for more long term prediction
such as the order of several minutes. Hence, a filtoing operation is applied to the raw data
to remove the noisy @mponents for the prediction while maintainingthe information in the
time scale of a few minutes.

3.2 Building of a Wind Dynamics Model

The changes of the filtered wind velocity can be decomposed into two parts. One is a
macroscopic "trend component" over the time scale of several hours. Another is a
"fluctuation component" in the time scale of sweral minutes. These two components have
mutually quite different temporal characteristics, since the former is mainly ori$nated by
the change of the global air pressure distribution, while the latter depends on the turtulenoe
of the air strearn around the objectiveplace. Accordingfy, an individual statisticat model is
built for each component.

For the trend component, the following third order time polynomial model is used to
capture the temporal features.

Building of Wind
Dynamics Models

. Trend Model

. Flrctuation Model

hediction by
Using Models

. Trend Model

. Flrctuation Model
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x,(k) -akj +bk? + ck + d, (l)

wherer, : trend component, k: time step and a, b, c, d: model coefficients.

The least squaf,e fitting of this expression to the former half of the duration of a case, i.e.,

' €,' - jtrt*l - xn(k))' + mir, (2\
t-l

where x filtered actual wind velocity, e: fitting enor and

n: number of former half data,

determines all of the model coef;Ecients.

Once if this model is determined, the trend component .rr(t)is subtracted from the filtered

actual wind velocity x(k), and the fluctuation component .r, is derived.

xilk) - x(k)= x,(k). (3)

fubsequently, this fluctuation component is modeled by using the following auto-

regressive expression (4).

where ir: model estimation of a fluctuation component,

a. model coeffrcients and s: model order.

The model coeffrcients are determined by the least square fitting similarly to the trend

model.

3.3 Prediction by Using a Model

Both of the trend model and the fluctuation model can be e*rapolated towards the future

timesteps. A future trend component i, is easily evaluated by substitutingthe value of

the future time step k to the time polynomial eryression (l), while a future fluctuation

component i, must be derived through iterative model evaluations as follows.

i/k) =fa(i)xn$-r), (4)

t, =)<-ntk)- irGD'z + min. (s)
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ir(k) -f,a@xr(k-i),

1 r(k + t) - a(t)t n@) + iali + l)-rr(Ir - i),

' (6)
a

P '-P
t r(k + D - )a(lrr$-,) * 

) 
a(i + p)x r(k -i),

where p: time step towards future for prediction.

The prediction of the actual wind velocity i is obtained by the sum of these two
predictions.

i{k+ p)= i,(k+ p)+in$+ il. e)

3.4 Prediction of Probabilistic Maximum Wind Velocity

The prediction of the wind velocity i is just the most likely eryectuionbased on the past
observations. The actual wind velocity will easily be larprthan this value in probabilistic-
sense. Accordingly, the upper limit of wind vdocity unds a certain small probability e has

more practical meaning for the decision making on the operational regulation. The upper
limit is named as "Probabilistic Ma:rimum wind velocity (pMwv)' in this work, and is
evaluated by the following probabilistic test based on the Gaussian error distribution.

P(x(k)> r;.(t)) - fr,,,ffi,,"*o<W)hl)- e (8)

where o2 :@l*er)/ *a.r*:pMWV

By this definition, ;fu is always larpr than the most likely expectation dk). The
distance between the values of xL and x(k) is called as the margin of the pMWV.

The steps (1) and (2) we applied to the former half of the data of a case, and the other
steps are iteratively conducted for every time step in the later half of the case.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The proposed approach has been applied to the wind vdocity data sampled u a
monitoring place along the railroad line of East Japan Railway Company.
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4.1 Mrrgin and Reliebility

The acanracy and rdiability of the prodiction have been evaluated for the larp number of
cases in which the maximum wind vdocities were more than 2Omlsec. Table I shows the
rdations bgween the mar5in of PMWV and the reliability y:(l-e) under the prediction of 3
minutes ahead. If the mar$n of the PMWV is set to be around Sm/seg this approach
achieves the reliability of more lhan 99/o, i.e., the probability that the actual wind velocity
e.:rceeds the PMWV is less than lYo. lf the PMWV is used for the regulatory judgment, the
performance of the reguluion is eryected to been enhanced, because the PMWV always
suggests a minimum margin while maintaining a negligibly small risk.

The evaluations of the margin and reliability of this approach for the different prediction
time lurghs and the data of the other wind vdocity ranges have also been performed. The
results of the evaluation for these conditions were quite similar with the above

descriptions.

TABLE I Margin and Reliability of
Prediction-based A pproach

Margin (m/sec) Reliability (7o)

50.0
8.7
v2.2
96.8
9U.4
99.3
99.8
99.9

100.0

4.2 Comparison yith Conventional Regulation

This approach was compared with the conventional regrlation criteria through numerical

simulations on some cases. Figure 3 depicts a result of the wind prediction for highly

strongwinds. The strongwinds blew over more than 7 hours in this casg and the marimum
wind vdocity recorded was 27 m/sec. The solid line stands for the actually observed wind
velocity, while the dashed line is the most likely eryectations of wery 3 minutes before.

These two lines seem to be very close at each time point, and the standard deviation o of
the prediction error was only 2.8m/sec. The upper short horizontal lines represent the

PMWVfor orery 3 minutes. The reliability f:(l-e) was set tobe99.74Yo, and thus the

predicion failure is almost neglipible. It is obvious that the PMWVs always specifr the

upper bound of the actual wind velocity very precisely.
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FICURE 4 An example of the performance of
prediction-based approach for observed data
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The thick bars at the bottom of the figrre indicate the regulation periods suggpsted by the
conventional criteria and our neu/ approach. Generally speaking the driving wind more

than 3Om/sec. is considered to be danprous for train operation. The conventional criteria
utilize the threshold value of 2Smlsec. to maintain the margin of Sm/sec. which is quite

common. Once if the observed wind velocity o<ceeds 25mlsec, then the train opoation is

suspended for 30 mrnutes at least.

On the other hand, in the prediction-based approach, the threshold value of 30m/sec.

having no margin is used for the PMWV, because the PMWV already involves its
probabilistic margin. Thus, if the PMWV becomes more than 30m/sec. in a certain d'.rration

of 3 minutes, the train operation is halted for the 3 minutes only. The lengh of the
regulation period for the conventional criteria was 5040 sec. In contrant, thu of the
prediction-based approach was only 540 soc. which is nearly onetenth of the conventional
one. Furthermorq any risky instants that I train can get the strongwind more than 30m/sa:

w€re not allowed in this new approach, while the time point immediatdy bdore the
regulation starts was a risky instant in case of the conventional mehod. The performance

evaluated for the other cases were almost similar with this result.

PMWV

Actual Wind
Velocity
(Solid Line)

Regulation Period by
Prediction Based Approach

Regulation Period by
Conventional Approac-h
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s. coNcLUsIoNS

A novd approrctt to predict rdiable and euate wind vdocity based on a statistical
methodologr has been proposed in this work. This approactres was appliod to a largp
number of the actud data of wind vdocity in the off-line manner, srd its supcior
performance for the operdional regulation of railroad systems has been demonslrated
comparing with the conventional regulation method.

A sigrificant advant4p of our approach is its objective and reasonable backgrounds to
determine the rqulatory marg.in for the wind velocity. Another valuable advantap is its
efficiency of the regulation due to the essential feature of the prediction-based approach.
The future works remained in our study are (l) to conduct more precise performane
waluation of this approach, (2) to establish new appropriate regulation oiteria using the
predictive information and (3) to develop an online prediction systern for the reguluion in
real use
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